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OK Gear Deluxe
Shakeproof Washer for
Power Supply - Black

$3.99
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Short Description
The shake proof washer is one of the best things to happen to cases in quite some time. One of the biggest
causes of fan noise in a system is the transfer of motor vibrations between the case fan and its mounting.
This vibration can travel through your case causing your side panels to rattle like steel drums. These washers
prevent vibration from transferring into the mounting there by preventing such noise. The washers also are
ideal for absorbing shock, which is helpful if you move your system a lot.

Description
The shake proof washer is one of the best things to happen to cases in quite some time. One of the biggest
causes of fan noise in a system is the transfer of motor vibrations between the case fan and its mounting.
This vibration can travel through your case causing your side panels to rattle like steel drums. These washers
prevent vibration from transferring into the mounting there by preventing such noise. The washers also are
ideal for absorbing shock, which is helpful if you move your system a lot.

Features
PSU washer is a universal design. It is to absorb the shock and the noise caused by the vibration from the power supply
unit and computer case.

Specifications
Size: 150 x 87 x 11 mm / 5.91 x 3.43 x 0.43"
Material: 1mm Silica Gel.
Color: Black
High Quality.
Great look and feel.
Individually packed in plastic bags with a hanger.
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Additional Information
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Brand

OKGear

SKU

WASHERPSU-BK

Weight

0.1000

Color

Black

Case Accessory Type

PSU Accessories
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